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This book book is a collection of 18 chapters written by internationally recognized experts and well-known
professionals of the field. Chapters contribute to diverse facets of contemporary robotics and autonomous
systems.  The volume is organized in four thematic parts according to the main subjects, regarding the recent
advances in the contemporary robotics. The first thematic topics of the book  are devoted to the theoretical
issues. This includes development of algorithms for automatic trajectory generation using redudancy resolution
scheme, intelligent algorithms for robotic grasping, modelling approach for reactive mode handling of flexible
manufacturing and design of an advanced controller for robot manipulators. The second part of the book deals
with different aspects of robot calibration and sensing. This includes a geometric and treshold calibration of a
multiple robotic line-vision system, robot-based inline 2D/3D quality monitoring using picture-giving and laser
triangulation, and a study on prospective polymer composite materials for flexible tactile sensors.  The third
part addresses issues of mobile robots and multi-agent systems, including SLAM of mobile robots based on
fusion of odometry and visual data, configuration of a localization system by a team of mobile robots,
development of generic real-time motion controller for differential mobile robots, control of fuel cells of mobile
robots, modelling of omni-directional wheeled-based robots, building of hunter- hybrid tracking environment,
as well as design of a cooperative control in distributed population-based multi-agent approach. The fourth
part presents recent approaches and results in humanoid and bioinspirative robotics. It deals with design of
adaptive control of anthropomorphic biped gait, building of dynamic-based simulation for humanoid robot
walking, building controller for perceptual motor control dynamics of humans and biomimetic approach to
control mechatronic structure using smart materials.
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